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INTRODUCTION
Dear TEGV Volunteer,
For 10 weeks,you will be doing creative works by bringing together a group of 5th and 8th
graders with art. These gatherings, which will occur once a week are precious for children.
Art may be one of the most valuable learning fields through which children can freely create
and express themselves based on their thinking and imaginary worlds, which enhances the
variety and quality of their experiences through training, and thus has a positive impact on
their development.
We know art is magic! Art contributes to the development of children as sensitive individuals
to the environment. It is a perfect learning tool that provides us with the opportunity to see
ourselves and the world around us from different perspectives. It can build connections
between many things such as space, individual, object and emotion. In art, colors turn into
painting, and paintings and forms are transformed into emotions and thoughts.
At workshop gatherings, communication is established through a soft tone of voice so as to
gain the children's trust. We aim to introduce children with the basic concepts of art and to
ensure that they develop an interest in them. Our target is to inform them about different
issues, materials and application methods far from stereotype applications, and then to get
them to discover their abilities and to know a few artists and art works about which they can
get informed.
In our daily lives, we come across a plethora of visuals in different fields such as architecture,
visual arts, books, television, photographs and the Internet. All these information and visuals
that have an impact on our lives contribute to children's creativity as well as developing their
own point of view. Art is also universal, and it travels beyond the borders of time, history,
language and space.
When children are introduced to different subjects and materials, they interact with what they
have made and develop many skills, and they demonstrate their creativity and awareness.
Group work enables individuals to verbally think together, exchange ideas, share, and
perform joint studies in collaboration.
Every child is unique. He/She can discover his/her identity and personality through art. Every
child has a different sense of time. Some want to express themselves by fully concentrating
in a very short time, and some patiently by struggling for a very long time. Therefore, the time
to be spent may vary from person to another in art works. Regarding those who generally
quickly finish their work, it may be possible to get them to gain new perspectives on their
work by talking to them about the subject of the work and their ideas on it. Thus, their
working time can be prolonged a little more.
The TEGV volunteer must assume the role of a driving force and a facilitator for the children
to see things better, to be curious and to examine and think. Dynamic idea and information
sharing between the volunteer and the children is necessary in order to nourish and improve
creativity and to get them to gain new skills. When a child is performing works such as
painting, sculpture, clay, puppet and the like,
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he/she performs art in his/her own language. Along the process of performing their works, it
is of great importance for the children to establish a dialogue with the volunteer in order to
question, to make connections, and to move towards innovative perspectives and solutions.
The TEGV art volunteer prepares the materials and equipment to be used in the work/works
about half an hour before the children arrive at the work area.During the 10-week art
workshop performance, the children use their sketchbooks. In the sketchbook, there are
quick drawings, uncompleted drafts of paintings, small-sized collages, notes etc. The child
who finishes the workshop work can do free work on his/her sketchbook. Thus, the working
process is documented in their sketchbooks.
In order for the weekly art gatherings to be efficient, the volunteer develops a social contract
together with the children in the first week gathering. The layout of the workshop, the use of
tools and equipment, expectations from the children and their general behavior and attitude
are discussed and agreed on. The children find a name for their own groups. The items of
the agreed social contract are written on paper and posted on the wall at the beginning of the
workshop activity and is removed at the end of the work. The children are reminded of these
items during workshop gatherings.
The volunteer must get prepared by reading the contents of the week's work in The Volunteer
Art Guide Book prior to each workshop. The volunteer pays attention to time management in
order for the 90-minute workshop gatherings to be efficient.During the weekly 90-minute
gatherings along 10 weeks, art work is performed with various materials in programs with a
variety of content. The volunteer reads the memo about the content of the workshop work
and informs the children about the subject to be worked on. He/She shows samples of artists'
works during the weeks when artists are introduced. In this way, the children become aware
of what to do. For children at this age who go through intense changes and experiences, the
ideas and behaviors of other children in the group can be important. Their desire to
communicate and be independent may also appear in art. As they make paintings,
sculptures, clay, puppet etc., they express their ideas and what they have learned in their
own artistic language. In these workshops, children will learn about the life stories and works
of two important artists, get inspired, and experiment their creativity with you by using
different materials based on a variety of subjects attracting their interests.
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WEEK 1
NOTE TO THE VOLUNTEER:First Meeting with the Children and Dialogue





 














 



















When children first enter the training venue, they
 are welcomed and everyone sits in
a circle around a table or on suitable soft floor.

The volunteer introduces himself/herself and TEGV.

He/she asks children their names and meets them. Each participant is given a
tag/paper tape.
 The participants write their first names on the tape and attach it on
their collars.
They are told that they will gather once a week in the 10-week
period and perform
creative art works on different subjects with various materials.
The importance of creativity, imagination and self expression is emphasized. Different
art works nourish
 children's souls, brains and creativity as well as increasing their
self-confidence.
Children are asked what comes to their minds when they hear the word "art." Artistic
examples are given (for example, painting, sculpture, printing etc.). They are told
about the types of the materials and techniques they will use in their art work
(materials like paint and clay, techniques such as painting, collage, sculpture). A
discussion is held about subjects such as the visual artists they know ofand like,
where art can be seen, how art can be accessed in the virtual environment.
In order to motivate the children and boost their self-confidence, they are told that
three of their works will be selected and displayed at a TEGV unit at the end of the
program. The three works of each child to be displayed in the exhibition is chosen
during the evaluation at the end of the weekly
 workshops. (The volunteer makes note
of the three works belonging to each child.)

Practical information on workshop working area is given:

The materials and tools and equipment organized in a way to ensure effective

learning in the workshop are introduced and the way to use them is taught.
They are reminded that the workshop is also usedby other children/people and that
they, therefore, should maintain the order as it is.
Depending on the content and materials to be used in the weekly workshop, the
volunteer comes to the workshop half an hour before the children arrive in order to
get prepared. Materials, videos to be watched, and visuals to be shown
 etc.,
depending on the content of the week, are made available in the workshop.
Paint brushes are only for painting purposes; the brushes to be used for glue are kept
separately and washed carefully with soap (otherwise, they get stiff and cannot be
used again). Paint brushes are also washed after use. The brushes are placed in a
vertical position with the cap pointing upwards. Children are reminded
not to pour
materials such as clay and glue in the sink as they would clog the pipes.
Waste paintings and papers
 are utilized, and all picture/cardboard/A4 papers are
used with ultimate care.
In order not to mix the
 children's works, their names and surnames are written on the
back of their works.
In the last 15-20 minutes of the workshop,
desks, materials and equipment are

cleaned and placed appropriately.
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Works completed are either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with latches. 3D
works are shown to children.
 Finally, an evaluation is made, and children briefly report
what they have achieved.
In order for the weekly art gatherings to be efficient, the volunteer develops a social contract
together with the children in the first week gathering. The layout of the workshop, the use of
tools and equipment, expectations from the children and their general behavior and attitude
are discussed and agreed upon. The children find a name for their own groups. The items of
the agreed social contract are written on paper and posted on the wall at the beginning of the
workshop activity and removed at
the end of the work. The children are reminded of these
items during workshop gatherings.
Children are
 told to meet their needs such as drinking water and going to the restroom before
they start

their work.

GROUP AGREEMENT: SOCIAL CONTRACT
DURATION: 25 minutes
A group agreement (social contract) is developed together with the children. The layout of the
workshop, the use of tools and equipment, expectations from the children and their general
behavior and attitude are determined and discussed. The children find a name for their own
groups. The items of the agreed social contract are written on paper and posted on the wall
at the beginning of the workshop activity and removed at the end of the work. The children
are reminded of these items during workshop gatherings.

1. ACTIVITY:"MY SKETCHBOOK" MAKING A COVER
DESIGN
MATERIALS:
Unlined empty notebook, white/colored drawing paper the size of the sketchbook cover, all
types of pen (pencil, colored, felt-tip pen) scissors, glue stick
DURATION: 30 minutes

Remarks:
Many artists use sketchbooks. Many artists such as Leonardo Da vinci, who lived 500 years ago
and is one of the most important artists of the Renaissance period, and Henri Matisse and Frida
Kahlo, who are among the most renowned artists of the 20th century, made drawings in their
sketchbooks and took notes. Thus, we can see how these artists thought and how they improved
themselves even today. They always looked at their sketchbooks when they needed to be inspired
again.
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During the 10-week workshop, the sketchbook will be
used as an art diary in a sense. The more the children
perform drawings, writings, collages,designs, etc. in
these, the more useful these sketchbooks will be.
Children will be able to document how they thought
and what they did in these sketchbooks.
The sketchbooks are given to the children every week
during workshop gatherings. Children leave these
sketchbooks in the workshop at the end of their work.
They can take these sketchbooks home at the end of
the 10-week training period.
The front and back covers of the sketchbook are
designed in an original way so as to reflect their
owners or contents.

GAINS:
o Children notice the importance of making the use of a sketchbook a
habitoThey enjoy using a sketchbook.
oIn the long run, the sketchbook of each child has the quality of being a document.
o How could the cover design of a sketchbook be? (In a way to reflect its owner or its
contents.)

PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about the sketchbook cover design they will work on,
materials are placed on the desks.
1. They are given information about the cover design work to be performed titled "My
Sketchbook." They are told about what cover design is by being shown different book cover
designs.
2. Each child is provided with an unlined sketchbook and are told to design the front and
back covers carefully with felt-tip pen etc. as they wish.
3. The front and back covers of the sketchbook are covered with white or colored drawing
paper by using glue stick. Children design the covers as they wish.

2. ACTIVITY: OPTIC ART
MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, A4 white background paper, pencil, color/felt-tip pen, eraser
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DURATION: 30 minutes

Remarks:
Optic art is an art movement that emerged in the 1960s. By creating illusions through rhythmically
arranged geometrical shapes and lines, a feeling of 3D and depth is formed.

Hand drawing is made with optic art method.
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GAINS:
Children learn what optic art is. Children learn to create a feeling of 3D and depth through
hand drawing which requires patience and they make associations.

PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about the optic art they will work on, materials are placed on
the desks.
In order for the children to get some information about optic art, 2-minute video titled "3D
Hand drawing" is watched.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fblFGVakKa4
1. Hand drawing practice is done on sketchbooks. The hand is placed on the page, and
the outer lines are drawn with a colored pen.
2. Children place their hands on A4 background paper and draw the outer lines with a pencil.
3. Children draw horizontal lines with equal spaces using a colored felt-tip pen of their
choice in the empty space around the hand.
4. Then, they draw wavy lines in equal spaces with the same color felt-tip pen on the inner
side of the hand.
5. Using two different colors from the first one, they keep drawing by adding straight lines
around the hand. With the same pens, they add wavy lines inside the hand.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children show their sketchbook cover
designs, and their optical hand drawings are either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with
latches.

Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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2. WEEK: COLOR KNOWLEDGE: REMEMBERING COLORS
AND MAKING A MONOCHROME COLOR PALETTE

Remarks:
The English scientist Isaac Newton (1642-1727) discovered as a result of his
experiments on light that when a ray of white light is passed through a prism, it is split
into different colors of the rainbow.
Colors are divided into two groups: primary and secondary colors.
PRIMARY COLORS: red, yellow, blue
When primary colors are mixed, secondary colors appear. (Red and yellow give
orange, yellow and blue give green, blue and red give purple.)
SECONDARY COLORS: orange, green, purple
Primary and secondary colors are divided into two groups: warm and cool colors.
WARM COLORS: yellow, red, orange
COOL COLORS: blue, green, purple

Children learn about basic colors.

GAINS:
o
o

Let's remember the colors; what are primary colors? (Red, yellow, blue.)
What are secondary colors and how are they obtained? (Orange, green,
purple. When primary colors are mixed, secondary colors are obtained.)
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o

o

Are there any other colors other than primary and secondary colors? (Infinite number
of colors can be obtained
by mixing colors.)
Where in the nature and in what weather conditions can we see colors
altogether? (Rainbow)

Children respond to such questions. Children understand basic colors, distinguish between
primary, secondary, warm and cool colors, and learn about monochrome colors.

ACTIVITY 1: FORMING COLORS WITH TRANSPARENT
CELLOPHANE PAPERS
MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, pencil, eraser, A3 drawing paper, red,yellow, blue etc. transparent
cellophane papers, scissors, glue stick

TIME: 35 minutes

After making holes on the drawing paper in different dimensions, children glue cellophane
papers on top of each other and do color search.

PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about making colors with colored papers they will work on,
materials are placed on the desks.
In order for the children to reinforce their knowledge of primary and secondary colors, they
watch the 2-minute video "The Painter's Color Wheel":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO30zFqpj-c
1. Children cut out pieces from transparent cellophane papers. After they place these
pieces on their sketchbooks side by side or on top of each other, they glue them with glue
stick and do color search.
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2. Children draw five geometrical shapes (circle, square, hexagon, pentagon etc.) on A3
drawing paper with pencil, and then they cut out these shapes with scissors forming holes.
3. They cut out pieces from transparent cellophane papers, place them on the
geometrical holes and glue with glue stick by the sides.
4. They hold them towards the light and observe color effects.

ACTIVITY 2:RESEARCHING BLACK AND WHITE MONOCHROME
TONESON A PALETTE
MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, pencil, eraser, 25x25 cm cardboard per child for palette, A3 white background paper,
black and white acrylic paint, brush, water cup, apron

DURATION: 40 minutes

Remarks:
Monochrome means the tones of a single color. Monochrome gray tones are obtained by
mixing a small amount of black and white paint.

Children investigate different tones of a single color (grey).
GAINS:
o

Children recognize light, medium and dark tones with pencil, distinguish between
grey tones obtained from black and white paint, and learn about monochrome colors.

PLANNING:
After the children are informed about monochrome colors they will work on, materials
are placed on the desks.
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1. Children draw on their sketchbooks by pressing their pencils lightly and heavily and
produce light, medium and dark tones of gray.
2. Each child prepares a paint palette with a 25x25 cm cardboard and glues foil on it.
3. A small amount of black acrylic paint and some white acrylic paint more than that are
squeezed on the foil palette.
4. Children search for grey monochrome tones on A3 white background paper, and paints
are diluted with water.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children either tape their transparent
cellophane papers produced as a result of their search for monochrome colors on the wall
or hang them on the rope with latches. Children briefly report on what they have achieved.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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3. WEEK: KNOWING AN ARTIST - FAHRELNISSA ZEID (1901-1991)

Fahrelnissa Zeid, the daughter of Şakir Pasha who was the brother of the Ottoman Prime
Minister Cevat Pasha known as one of the pioneers of the Turkish modern art and the first
representatives of abstract art, was born in 1901 in Istanbul Büyükada. Coming from the
large Ottoman family of Şakir Paşa in which there were great artists, Fahrelnissa Zeid had
renowned siblings such as the writer Cevat Şakir yazar, the painter Aliye Berger, and her
niece ceramic artist Füreya Koral. Her children from her first marriage with the writer İzzet
Melih Devrim were the painter Nejad Devrim and theater artist Şirin Devrim.
She started painting at the age of 14. She became one of the first female students of the Fine
Arts Academy in Istanbul. Her early design studies were figurative. She went to Paris to
continue her studies. She got the title of princess upon her marriage with Prince Zeid from
Jordan.
Fahrelnissa Zeid had always been open to innovations and experimentation. She opened her
first solo exhibition at the age of 44.She started to produce abstract works in the 1940s. She
opened her first solo exhibition in her house in Istanbul in 1944. This exhibition was followed
by other exhibitions in various cities such as Paris, London, Brussels and New York. Her
early works consisted of compositions with figures. In later periods she was influenced by
Islamic and western art and continued with abstract works. She developed an optic form
which gave the impression of movement. In her dynamic and vivid paintings, colors are
dispersed in tiny particles. She was oriented towards abstract works with geometrical designs
and arrangements based on lines. Mostly known with her works that express her internal
world, the artist improved herself even more in time. She created abstract works painted on
large canvases with free style geometrical shapes such as tiny squares, triangles and
rectangles by using vivid colors characterized by her.
in 1975, she moved to and started to live in Amman, Jordan with her son Raat. In the last
periods of her artistic life, she started to paint portraits with large eyes in which she pictured
her family members and friends. In order to train artists in Amman, she established Zeid Fine
Arts Institute in her own name.
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ACTIVITY 1: RECOGNIZING ABSTRACT PAINTING
DURATION: 25 minutes
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Remarks:
One of the first female painters of Turkey, Fahrelnissa Zeid was born in 1901 in Büyükada, Istanbul.
She became one of the first female students of the Fine Arts Academy in Istanbul. She got the title
of princess upon her marriage with the ambassador of Iraq, Prince Zeid. Starting with figurative
works in her early period and later being influenced by Islamic and western art, she continued with
abstract works. Zeid mostly comes to the fore with her abstract works. She developed an optic form
which gave the impression of movement. In her dynamic and vivid paintings, shining colors are
dispersed in tiny pieces. In her later periods, she stands out with her portrait works.

Abstract art is in its general sense the type of art in which shapes and colors are not used in
representation or are used subjectively instead of depicting real objects existing in nature.

Children learn about the painter Fahrelnissa Zeid and her works.

GAINS:











Who is Fahrelnissa Zeid, and where was she born? (Fahrelnissa Zeid was a painter,
and she was born in Büyükada, Istanbul
How can one describe her paintings? (Abstract.)
What is abstract painting? (Paintings that are created with the imagination of the artist
in which there are no certain figures.)
Are wind, energy, balance and music abstract subjects? (Yes.)
What can be other abstract subjects?
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Let's find the similarities and differences between her abstract paintings. Can you see
the similarities? (Her abstract paintings look like each other. They are like imaginary
paintings reflecting the artist's inner world.)
What kind of colors did she use ? (Vivid colors.)
What title did she gain? (Princess.)
Where did she move in the final years of her life and what types of paintings did she
make? (In Jordan, she moved away from abstract painting and started to paint
portraits with large eyes.)
What is the difference between self-portrait and portrait? (A self-portrait is the
painter's own portrait while a portrait is the depiction of somebody else.
Why is a portrait painted, what does it tell, are portraits made today? (When there
was no photography in the past, portrait making was very popular. It can show the
mood of a person. Today, portrait photos (selfies) are popular.

Children respond to such questions. Children meet with the painter Fahrelnissa Zeid and her
works and learn about abstract painting.

PLANNING:
The volunteer shows children Fahrelnissa's paintings named "The Fission of the Atom and
the Vegetable Life" and "Abstract Composition" and samples of other compositions and
informs the children.

2. ACTIVITY: MAKING AN ABSTRACT COLLAGE PAINTING
Children make abstract painting by getting inspired by Fahrelnissa Zed's abstract paintings.

MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, A3 white background paper, black marker and felt-tip pens, (fashion)
magazines, scissors, glue stick

TIME:50 minutes
GAINS:
o Children get to know the painter Fahrelnissa Zeid in general and learn about abstract
painting.o They get inspiration from the abstract composition and arrangements of the
painter Fahrelnissa Zeid
and produce abstract paintings with geometrical forms.
o Children give a name to the paintings they have made, and the subjects of the
paintings are determined by these names.
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PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about the painter Fahrelnissa Zeid and abstract painting they
will work on, materials are placed on the desks.
1. Getting inspired from the abstract paintings of Fahrelnissa Zeid, children draw abstract,
rounded and discontinuous shapes with colored pens.
2. Children come up with names for the paintings they will make on A3 white background
paper. (The names of Zeid's paintings: "Atoms", "Vivid Colors", "Tiny Particles" etc.)
3. Based on the abstract drawings made on the sketchbooks, children cover the A3 size
white background paper with lines starting from the center and spreading towards different
directions in geometrical (flat, cornered) and organic(rounded) shapes using black felt-tip pen
(by getting inspired by Zeid's paintings.)
4. Colored paper pieces are cut out from magazines. Colored paper pieces are glued witk
glue stick on the paper drawn with spreading lines within the growing and shrinking areas in
the shape of a mosaic.
5. Children write the mane they have given on the back of their paintings.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. The abstract works that the children gave
names either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with latches, and they briefly report what
they have done.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.

INFORMATION ABOUT FAHRELNISSA ZEID (1901-1991) FOR THE VOLUNTEER
9-minute video: "She Was the East and the West"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLec_T5LLBA
4-minute video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJT6vyDKLUs
Fahrelnissa Zeid, the daughter of Şakir Pasha who was the brother of the Ottoman Prime
Minister Cevat Pasha,was born in 1901 in Büyükada, Istanbul. Coming from the family of
Şakir Paşa,Fahrelnissa Zeid had renowned siblings such as the writer Cevat Şakir, the
painter Aliye Berger andher niece ceramic artist Füreya Koral. Her children from her first
marriage with the writer İzzet Melih Devrim were the painter Nejad Devrim and theater artist
Şirin Devrim.
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Fahrelnissa Zeid, got married with the writer İzzet Melih Devrimle in 1920, when she started
to study at İstanbul Sanayi-i Nefise Fine Arts Academy. She was one of the first female
graduates of the academy. She continued her art education in Paris.In 1934, she married the
Iraqi Ambassador Emir Zeid and moved to the capital city of Jordan, Amman.In 1942, she
participated in exhibitions with the Turkish group of artists known as Group D. She opened
her first solo exhibition in her house in Istanbul in 1944. Later, her works started to be
exhibited various cities such as Paris, London, Brussels and New York. Her early works
consisted of compositions with figures. In later periods she was influenced by Islamic and
western art and continued with geometrical, abstract works. She developed an optic form
which gave the impression of movement. In her dynamic and vivid paintings, colors are
dispersed in tiny particles. Zeid, who is known with her enthusiastic, shattering and
impressive works of her maturity period, stands out with her portrait works in later periods.
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4. WEEK: FAHRELNISSA ZEID AND PORTRAIT

Remarks:
One of the first female painter of Turkey, Fahrelnissa Zeıd stands out mostly with her abstract
paintings and characteristic use of colors. Zeid, who started her artistic career by making her
mother's watercolor portrait, continued to make her self-portraits and portraits of other people around
her all her life. In her final periods, she focuses on the portraits of family members and friends.

Children make portraits by getting inspiration from Fahrelnissa Zeid's portraits.
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ACTIVITY 1: DRAWING A SELF-PORTRAIT

MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, pencil and colored pens, small hand mirrors, A3 black background paper, oil
pastel

TIME: 35 minutes

Remarks:
A portrait is a picture or a photograph showing the upper body. It is formed by depicting a person's
face and expression. A portrait shows how a person is or how he/she wants to be. In present day,
we take our own selfies or other people's photographs. Your self-portrait may show your mood of
the moment.

GAINS:









What paintings is Fahrelnissa Zeid known with the most? (With her abstract
paintings.)
How is abstract painting different from figurative painting? (Abstract painting deals
with the uncertain and senses, while figurative painting features real entities like
human, animal and nature.)
What is a portrait made of, what does it tell, are portraits made today? (As there was
no photography in the past, portrait making was very popular. It can show the mood
of a person. Today, especially portrait photos (selfies) are popular.

Children respond to such questions. Childrenbecome aware of Fahrelnissa Zeid’s abstract
works and portraits and do portrait practices.
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PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about self-portrait they will work on, materials are placed on
the desks.
1. Children make drawings with pencil and colored pen on their sketchbooks by looking at
themselves with the help of a small hand mirror.
2. Children draw their self-portraits on A3 black background paper with oil pastel by looking
at the mirror and paint them. (In order to emphasize their imaginary or real features, they can
draw a variety of things such as their favorite hat, earphones for music, their parrots on their
shoulders.)

2. ACTIVITY: MAKING A PORTRAIT FROM SIDE VIEW
MATERIALS:
A3 white or colored background paper, pencil and felt-tip pens, eraser, oil pastel, glue stick

TIME: 35 minutes

Remarks:
We come across with human portraits on newspapers, advertisement boards and social media.
We see them not from the front, but from the side view.
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Children make portraits from side view.

GAINS:





What is the difference between self-portrait and portrait? (A selfportrait is the painter's own portrait, while a portrait is the depiction
of somebody else.
What is a portrait from side view? (Portrait with side view.)

Children respond to such questions. They compare the differences between a portrait and a
self-portrait and learn about a portrait with side view. Children make portraits from side view.

PLANNING:

After the children are informed about portrait from side view, materials are placed on the
desks.
1. Children are divided into groups of two.
2. They take turns drawing each other's appearance from side view on A3 white or colored
background paper with a pencil by looking at each other. Hair moving to different directions
with different movements, clothes and setting are drawn.
3. It is painted with felt-tip pen and oil pastel.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. The portrait works that the children completed
are either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with latches. Children briefly report on what they
have achieved.

Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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5. WEEK: ACTIVITY: MAKING A POSTER COLLAGE WITH
ARTICLES ON CLIMATE CHANGE
MATERIALS:
White/colored 50x70 cm background paper, craft paper, newspaper, magazine, glue
stick, marker, scissors, (acrylic paint, brush, water cup) apron

TIME: 75 minutes

Remarks:
Global climate change is defined as the disruption of the climate balance all over the world. Melting of
the glaciers, hurricanes and typhoons, floods and high-waters, intense heat and drought are
experienced across the world. Due to the global climate change experienced today, people have to
change their daily lives. They can take measures against climate change by preferring mass
transportation vehicles, flying less, consuming less meat, using less water, avoiding using plastic,
and consuming less.

A poster is a a signboard printed to be hung on the wall or a board. Children find a
subject about climate change that is of interest to them, and by using the letters, essays
and symbols they cut out from magazines and newspapers, they create a collage poster
to raise awareness about climate and environment.
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GAINS:
o What is climate change?(The disruption of climate
balance.)o Where does climate change occur? (All over the
world.)

o How can people prevent climate change? (By using less water, not using
plastic etc.)
o How can we protect the environment? (BY preferring mass transportation
vehicles, respecting the nature etc.)
o What subjects can be chosen for the collage poster work on environment? (“Let's
Keep the Environment Clean", "Respect for the Nature" etc.)
o What is a collage poster? (A composition created by arranging cut papers, cut
pieces from newspaper, magazine of photographs etc. on a surface gluing them
altogether.)
o What is a poster? (A wall signboard prepared in order to make everyone aware of
something)
Children respond to such questions. The volunteer explains climate change,and children
become aware of this subject; they find ideas for the content of the poster; they learn
about paper collage technique, and collage posters are prepared using essays on the
subject.

PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
2-minute video containing Greta Thunberg's speech on global climate change is watched:
https://onedio.com/haber/iklim-degisikligi-hakkinda-yaptigi-eylemle-liderlere-ders-veren-15yasindaki-kizin-birlesmis-milletler-konusmasi-854082
The volunteer informs the children about global climate change and teaches them what a
poster is.
1. Children make preliminary drawings and take notes on their sketchbooks about global
climate change.
2. Each child decides on a subject, name/title that can raise awareness for the collage poster to be
made.

3. Children can make their posters individually or in pairs.
3. Each child/pair is given 50x70 cm white or colored background paper.

3. For the collage, pieces from newspaper, magazine, photograph etc. related to the
subject are cut out or torn apart.
4. The cut pieces with writings on them are arranged on (50x70cm) background paper as
desired.
5. Once the composition is decided on, pieces are glued with glue stick.

(6. Finally, as an option, paint, marker etc.writing and acrylic paint can be added.)
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ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. The collages that the children
completed on global climate change are either taped on the wall or hung on the rope
with latches. Children briefly report on what they have achieved.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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6. WEEK: DRAWING A HOUSE WITH PLAIN PERSPECTIVE AND MAKING
AN IMAGINARY CITY MODEL
ACTIVITY 1:DRAWING A HOUSE WITH PLAIN PERSPECTIVE
MATERIALS: Sketchbook, pencil, eraser
DURATION: 30 minutes

Remarks:
In perspective drawings, the escape points of objects are arranged in relation to the horizontal
line. The corner extensions of objects must meet at a certain line in the horizon. Perspective
provides a 3D visual effect for a 2D surface.

Children draw a plain house with 3D appearance.

GAINS:
o
o

Children learn plain perspective in which lines converge at a point.
Perspective is reinforced through making various house designs.

PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
The volunteer informs the children about perspective. Children watch a 3-minute video on house
drawing with perspective titled "How To Draw A House":

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i776k0zEzEc
They watch the 1-minute video named "This Picture Is So Deep":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut4exNiqCa8
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The volunteer draws a house with perspective as a sample together with the children
and then materials are placed on the desks.
1. They draw a horizontal line on their sketchbooks.
2. One escape point is determined on this horizontal line. (As seen in the photograph.)
Lines converge at this point.
3. In the one-escape point method, a house is drawn with pencil. (As seen in the
photograph.)

ACTIVITY 2: DESIGNING AN IMAGINARY CITY
MATERIALS: Each child is given 50x40 cm cardboard, paper, carton,corrugated box,
marker, glue stick, glue, brush, apron

TIME: 45 minutes

Imaginary city models are made.

Remarks:
For centuries, "house" has been the most important space for humanity. An architecture's task is
not only designing and planning a building but also planning and envisaging living spaces for the
society. In a livable city, there have to be a variety of buildings such as houses, schools, hospitals
and streets, parks and natural areas.

Children in pairs design a miniature city on a cardboard surface by using paper, carton,
cardboard box material etc.
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GAINS:
o They create an awareness by designing an
imaginary city. o Their perception and consciousness of
city is reinforced.
o They learn about a space with 3D (It consists of width, length and depth and can
be seen from all directions.)
o They make 3D models by using various materials..

PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
Children watch 2-minute videos on building a city model:
"A Town Model Made of Geometrical Shapes":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcWqPdn_PdI
“Means of Transport Model”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtPY00SudP0
After the children are informed about city model they will work on, materials are
placed on the desks.
1. Children are divided in pairs, and each group is provided with 50x40 cm
cardboard.
2. They design a miniature city on cardboard surface.
3. They create a 3D city model (natural areas, apartment buildings, towers, bridges, alleys,
streets etc.) by using recyclable materials such as cardboard, carton, corrugated boxes.
4. For example, they draw an apartment building on cardboard, then they cut it out on the
edges and they fold the lower part left empty and glue it on the cardboard ground.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children briefly report on their
perspective drawings and city models.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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7. WEEK: KNOWING AN ARTIST - GRAFFITI ARTIST BANKSY
DURATION: 25 minutes

Remarks:
The real identity of Banksy, who is the world's most renowned and mysterious street artist, is not
known.It is estimated that he was born in 1974 in Bristol, England. Banksy, who draws more
attention as he hides behind his mask, started to secretly draw pictures on the walls of the streets in
Bristol in the early 1990s as a graffiti artist. The artist leaves his trace with striking wall paintings he
made with spray paint on streets, walls and bridges in different countries in Japan, Israel, Palestine,
and especially England. Though forbidden, these graffiti pictures made secretly attract the attention
of tourists from many parts of the world.
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With his wall paintings he makes by using stencil template and spray paint, he draws attention
to important problems in the world such as anti-war stance, environment, child and animal
rights, politics, popular culture, and consumption. His street works include such important
messages, but they still contain hope.
One of Banksy's most renowned works, "The Girl with the Red Baloon" was sold at a high
price in an auction house in England; however, right after it was sold, the work broke into
pieces in front of everyone there when a disintegrating mechanism placed secretly in the work
by the artist was activated remotely. After it destroyed itself, the work was named "Love in the
Garbage." The person who bought the work said he had no complaints.
Banksy is one of the most important artists of today as well as a writer and a film
producer.

INFORMATION ABOUT BANKSY FOR THE VOLUNTEERS:
A 14-minute video named "Who is Banksy?":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xoe3Nn5vuBg
14-minute video named "Banksy's Painting Worth...":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joZvGqg0K_U

PLANNING:
The volunteer informs the children by showing examples of the graffiti artist Banksy's wall
paintings.

ACTIVITY 1: DESIGNING A STENCIL TEMPLATE
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Remarks:
When one works along the streets of especially big cities all over the world, he/she comes
across graffiti works made with stencil template printing method, which make people think, get
surprised and laugh.

Children design stencil templates for graffiti group work on their sketchbooks.

MATERIALS:
Sketchbooks, pencil, color and felt-tip pens, eraser.
TIME: 35 minutes
GAINS:
o Who is Banksy? (The world's most renowned street
artist.)o What kind of artist is he? (Graffiti artist.)
o What is a graffiti? (Pictures drawn on the walls of public spaces)
o Who makes graffiti? (Street artists.)
o What technique do they use in their wall works? (Usually stencil templates.)
o Where do they perform their work? (In different countries, streets, walls, bridges
etc.)
o What messages do they convey in their graffiti? (Politics, child and animal rights etc.)
o How is stencil template made? (It is drawn on acetate paper with an acetate pen.)
Children respond to such questions. The volunteer introduces the graffiti artist Banksy and his
works. Children learn about what a stencil template is, how it is used, and how it is made.

PLANNING:
The volunteer informs the children by showing examples of the graffiti artist Banksy's wall
paintings.

PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
The volunteer informs the children on making stencil templates.
Children prepare stencil templates they will use the following week (Week 8) in the graffiti
group work. Thus, children decide on the topic of the following week's group work in Week
7 and prepare stencil templates on the agreed topic.
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Th evolunteer gets the opinions of the children to determine the topic of the following
week's group work, and they decide on the topic. (Optionally, Banksy's topics ("The Girl
With the Red Balloon", "Laugh Now" etc.) can be reinterpreted by the children.
After the children are informed about graffiti designs they will work on, materials are
placed on the desks.
1. Firstly, children do free written and visual graffiti practices on their sketchbooks with
pencils and color and felt-tip pens.
2. Then they design the stencil templates they will use in the group work with pencil and
color and felt-tip pens.

2. ACTIVITY: BY GETTING INSPIRATION FROM BANKSY, DOING
PREPARATORY WORK FOR THE GRAFFITI DRAWING GROUP WORK TO BE
PERFORMED THE FOLLOWING WEEK: MAKING A STENCIL TEMPLATE

Remarks:
The template picture is drawn on acetate paper with an acetate pen. A stencil template is obtained
by cutting out the drawing. The stencil template is placed on the surface of choice and is painted.
The writings and pictures can be multiplied with stencil templates.

Stencil template is formed.
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MATERIALS:
Thick A3 acetate paper, permanent acetate pens, scissors, stationery knife (to be
used by the volunteer).

DURATION: 40 minutes
PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the stencil template, materials to be used are made available in
the workshop.
The volunteer informs the children about the subject.
1. Stencil templates are prepared for group work: the picture of choice or written
template is drawn on thick A3 acetate paper.
2. The template is cut out by following the lines (the volunteer can also use a stationery
knife). Unnecessary pieces are removed.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Stencil templates are either taped on
the wall or hung on the rope with latches. Children briefly report on what they have
achieved.
The stencil templates completed are stored away to be used in the following week.
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8. WEEK: BY GETTING INSPIRED BY BANKSY, DOING GRAFFITI GROUP
WORK

Remarks:
Graffiti is a visual practice expressing the emotions of the painter through wall writings and pictures.
It is known as street art, and it is believed that it has borrowed this feature from ancient cave
drawings.

By getting inspiration from graffiti made on street walls, children perform group work
on stencil template pictures.

TIME: 70 minutes
MATERIALS:
Large size craft paper, newspaper, tape, marker, oil pastel, acrylic and spray paint, brush,
water cup, apron

GAINS:
o What is a graffiti? (Pictures or writings drawn on the walls with spray
paint.) o Who makes graffiti? (Street artists.)
o Where is graffiti usually drawn? ( Usually on the walls of public spaces.) o
Who is the most famous graffiti artist in the world? (Banksy.)
o What was the topic of the group work we decided on last week?
Children respond to such questions. Children learn about graffiti and how it is made,
distinguishes it from other painting movements, do group work on graffiti and learn to share.
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PLANNING:
Depending on thetopic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop. The volunteer makes preparations for the group work before the children arrive
at the workshop.
Children are informed about graffiti group work they will work on. Children exchange ideas for
the group work, find a topic and materials are laid out on the desks.
The volunteer makes preparations for the group work before the children arrive at the
workshop.
Children learn about graffiti, and they are informed graffiti painting by showing them
examples of Banksy's works.
Before the work, the large size craft papers to be used in group work are prepared: 3-4
pieces of large size craft paper are brought together and taped on their back surfaces and
laid on the ground.
Material are placed on the desks, and the volunteer organizes the children for the group
work.
The topic of the graffiti group work was determined in the previous week (Week 7). Children
are reminded of the topic.
1. Before the work, the large size craft papers to be used in group work are prepared: 3-4
pieces of large size craft paper are brought together and taped on their back surfaces.
2. First of all, children are explained that group work is a collaborative work with a common
goal. Children are divided into groups of two.
3. Large-size craft paper is hung on the wall with tape or laid out on the floor. The floor is
covered with old newspapers.
4. The group works starts with the necessary materials (marker, acrylic paint, stencil
template).
Groups of two to three take turns working on the large size craft paper. The work is started
with dry materials like markers.
5. The stencil templates prepared the previous week or being prepared are given to the
children.
6. In order to make sure that acetate stencil templates do not slip away from their places
on the surface, they are fixed by taping the backs of stencils.
7. Acrylic paint is spread carefully with brushes on the templates. (Templates are cleaned
with water to be used again.) (If spray paint is used, open air should be preferred, it is
sprayed onto the stencils).
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ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Graffiti group work produced by the children
is hung on the wall with tape or laid out on the floor. Children briefly report on what they have
achieved.(The names of the groups and the children are written on the back of their works.)
Group graffiti work is stored away to be archived.
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9. WEEK: LEARNING ABOUT WHAT MIND MAPS AND WEBSITES ARE

Remarks:
A mind map, which is a fun way of "taking notes", is used to organized information and thoughts on
a certain subject. Mind mapping, which causes many sections of the brain to function at the same
time, is an effective and fun method of learning in the areas of memory, creativity and learning.
The main subject is placed at the center, and headings and other information are placed like
branches through pictures and symbols.

A sample mind map is created.

ACTIVITY 1:THE VOLUNTEER FORMS A SAMPLE MIND MAP WITH
CHILDREN
In order for children to learn mind mapping, a mind map is created.
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MATERIALS:
Large size craft paper, tape, marker (optionally, magazine, newspaper, photograph etc.)

DURATION: 30 minutes
GAINS:
o What is mind mapping? (It is a method of taking notes.)
o On what topics is mind mapping used? (On all
topics.) o Who uses it? (Everyone can use it.)
o When is it used? (On any topics in order to organize information and thoughts
.)
o Will it be useful for you? (It will make things easier.)
o Not only words but also pictures and symbols are used.
Children respond to such questions, they learn what a mind map is and develop their
skills of using it.

PLANNING:
Depending on the topic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
A 2-minute video titled "How To Take Notes With Mind Mapping?" is watched:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBRNvvgTXRg
The volunteer informs the children about mind mapping, and materials are placed on the
desks.
1. A main topic is determined (e.g. "Banksy"). The volunteer forms a mind map with the children.

2. A large size paper is hung on the wall to make a mind map.
3. The main topic is written at the center, or a picture related to the main topic is
drawn or a photograph etc. is stuck. (e.g. one of Banksy's works.)
4. Important information related to the main topic is written close to the center and spread
like branches with plain pictures or one word. (For example, city, streets, street artist, stencil
template, graffiti etc.)
5. Less important information are added with extra branches of plain pictures, symbols and
words. (e.g. cars, people etc.)
6. The mind map takes the form of a spider web.

2. ACTIVITY: CHILDREN FORM A MIND MAP
Based on the sample provided by the volunteer, children make mind maps on their
sketchbooks.
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MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, pencil, color/felt-tip pens, eraser

TIME: 20 minutes
PLANNING:
After the children are informed about mind mapping they will work on, materials
are placed on the desks.
1. Children design mind maps on their sketchbooks about a topic of their choices.

ACTIVITY 3: THE VOLUNTEER BRIEFLY EXPLAINS WHAT A WEBSITE IS
AND DESIGNS A SAMPLE WITH CHILDREN

Remarks:
Developing technology is affecting human life even more every passing day. Many artists like Banksy have
their personal websites on the Internet. In the present day, individuals and institutions form their own
websites in order to advertise themselves and their products.

The volunteer designs a website with the children.
What kind of information is there on the website of an artist?
- The artist's biography
- Samples of his/her works
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- Information such as video, Twitter, Instagram that introduce
himself/herself and his/her works
- Contact information

MATERIALS:
Large size craft paper, marker

DURATION: 25 minutes
GAINS:
o What is a website? (A communication platform on the Internet.) o
Who has a website? (Individuals and institutions.)

o What is the function of a website? (Through the website, an individual or a
company provides information and reaches large populations.)
o Will it be useful for you?
Children respond to such questions. Children learn about what a website is and improve
their knowledge and skills in the field of information science.

PLANNING:
The volunteer informs the children about websites, and they all examine Banksy's
website:
. http://www.banksy.co.uk

The volunteer designs a website sample with the children.
1. The volunteer helps a group of children to prepare their website in order to demonstrate them how.

2. A large size paper is hung on the wall to make a website.
3. A rectangular shape of a computer screen is drawn on the paper with a marker.
4. Some headings such as "Who Are We?", "Art and Children", "The Games We like",
"Contact" are formed.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children briefly report on their mind map
and website designs, and their works are stored away to be archived..
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10. WEEK: SHAPING A CUP WITH A FACE USING CLAY

Remarks:
Thousand of years ago, humans made their pots out of clay. They used clay as a building material
and wrote on clay tablets. Many examples can be found in Anatolia. Clay is a material formed
naturally as a result of mixing of the materials such as sand, dust, and dirt with water.

Children give shape to a mug by using natural clay.

MATERIALS:
25x25 cm cardboard for the base, clay, toothpick (can be used as scraping tool), apron
(optionally, acrylic paint, brush, water cup), newspaper/plastic/linoleum cover to protect the
desk

TIME: 70 minutes
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GAINS:
o
o

What is clay, and where is it found? (It is dirt found in the nature.)
What objects made of clay do we use in our daily lives? (Plate, vase
etc.)
o What is 3D property? (It comprises width, length and depth, and is seen from all
angles.)
o Is a painting three dimensional? (It has two dimensions with only width and
length) o What are the differences between the two?
o Do the mugs you made from clay have three dimensions?
Children respond to such questions. They evaluate the differences between 2D and 3D and
compare them.

PLANNING:
The volunteer makes preparations for the clay work before the children arrive at the
workshop.
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about a mug with a face made of clay and animals and their
habitats they will work on, materials are placed on the desks.

Children are informed that in order to "stick" the small pieces of clay in the shape of
ears, nose etc. onto the mug, they should scrape the surface on which the piece will be
placed with a toothpick and then "stick" it with water.
They are also informed that clay is usually cooked in the oven at high temperatures. (Since
there is no ceramic oven, basic experimentation is performed without cooking.) In order to
"stick" the pieces of clay onto the surface of the mug, they scrape the surface on which the
piece will be placed with a toothpick and then "stick" it on the mug.
1. The desks are covered with newspaper/plastic etc. before work is started.
2. Children are placed in pairs and by looking at each other, they draw each other's portraits
in their sketchbooks.
3. When sketchbook work is completed, each child is provided with 25x25 cm cardboard to
be used for the base and a piece of clay prepared as big as a punch by the volunteer.
4. In order to remove the air trapped in the clay, they knead it over the cardboard and shape
it as a ball.
5. Children give shape to a mug by using the clay.
6. Mouth, eye, nose, ears are shaped with small pieces of clay and they are placed on the
appropriate places on the surface of the mug, and thus the mug is finalized.
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7. Hands and desks are cleaned. The nylon cover is tightly covered in order for the clay in it
not to dry up completely. (If clay is hardened, a glass of water is poured on it and it is
wrapped with wet cloth and left to rest for a few days to soften.)
8. Optionally, mugs can be painted with acrylic paint while wet. When it becomes dry, the
volunteer can varnish it so that a shiny appearance can be obtained. (As long as the product
is not cooked in the oven, it is used for only decorative purposes.)

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children briefly report on their 3D mug made
of clay by examining it from all directions. Mugs are left to dry.
When the clay works have dried, children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival
purposes, and the rest of the works are wrapped and taken home.
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GLOSSARY:
Primary colors: Yellow, red, blue
Secondary colors: Green, orange, purple
Mind mapping: A method of "taking notes"
Acrylic paint: Odorless, quick drying water based paint
Archive: The place where information/documents are kept
Acetate Thin transparent plastic layer
Form: Shape, form
Design: Drawing
Vertical: Pointing upwards
Sketch: Draft drawing created before drawing the design
Sketchbook: Draft book where designs and drawings are made
Background: Scenery at the back
Figure: Any real or imaginary type of creature or object in visual arts
Figurative art: art containing humans, animals and nature
Recycling: Reusing the materials that are out of use, putting into use again
Recyclable materials: all types of garbage such as used plastic bottles and milk cartons
Graffiti: Street paintings usually made on the walls of public spaces
Contemporary art: Innovative art of today performed by using all types of materials
Habitat: The environment where an organism lives and develops
Sculpture: 3D structure shaped from various materials such as clay metal, stone etc.
Interactive: having mutual connection, two-way participation
Clay: Mud-like natural material found in nature
Clay tablet: Ancient document written in cuneiform on clay plate cooked or dried under
the sun
Collage: Gluing a variety of materials on a flat surface
Composition: Creating a product by combining different items
Craft paper: Brown packaging/wrapping paper
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Global climate change: Change in the climate as a result of global and regional warming
Model: 3D sample in draft form in architecture and art
Marker Felt-tip pen with thick tip
Monochrome: Different tones of color obtained from one color
Cardboard: Hard, grey carton
Self-portrait: Making one's own portrait through a picture or photograph
Palette: The plate on which painters put their paint
Perspective: The look of things, objects, scenery etc. from a distance
Pipette: Straw used for drinking
Portrait: Picture or photograph showing the upper body
Poster: Signboard or photograph printed to be hung on the wall
Project: Uncompleted and progressing work
Cellophane: Transparent paper
Silhouette: Appearance of a thing with only outlines in mono color
Concrete: that which looks like a certain thing (figurative)
Abstract: That which looks like an uncertain thing
Surrealist: Someone combining the conscious and the unconscious
Sürrealizm (Gerçeküstücülük): 20.yy.’da Avrupa’da ortaya çıkan, bilinç ve bilinç dışını
birleştiren bir akım
Template : Pattern that is made of any material and can be used again and again
Design: Plan developed in order to realize a creative idea, draft
Draft: Uncompleted drawing or form with main outlines
Theme: Main subject
Basic colors: Primary and secondary colors
Typographic poster: Poster with letters and symbols on it
Three dimension: comprising width, length and depth, seen from all angles
Horizontal: Parallel to the ground
Website:Collection of documents presenting information on the Internet
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